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LED Studio Lights-1
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Videssence Little VID LED Studio Fresnel Lights:
Fresnel lens LED lights for studio and location video lighting provide the single shadow characteristics essential to Fresnel fixtures while using a fraction of the power of tungsten lamp units.
Flicker free dimming without color shift and amazing 96+ CRI (color rendition index). Single led
chip light source provides a concentrated bright beam with even coverage of 3200K color temp
light (5600K optional). Choice of on board dimming control with knob or DMX control power
packs. Power input is 120 thru 230 volts 50/60 Hz. When dimmed to zero, power is shut off to the
driver and LED so no external relay or power cutoff is required. Fixtures have cCSAus rating for
USA/Canada. Provided with an aluminum mounting yoke sized so fixture can rotate vertically
thru the yoke. Includes C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter (specify one).

LV050 Little Vid models:
Compact 50 watt LED Fresnel lens fixtures are small, light weight, and easy to handle or mount in
tight spaces. A fixed focus model has 4 permanently attached barndoors to control light spill and
includes 2 magnet holders for a gel. The focusable model has a slide focus knob at the top to adjust beam spread, and clips to install gel frame (included) and/or barndoors (optional). Fixture
has passive thermal cooling with no fans. Remote power supply allows easy programing for dimming or DMX control. Power supply has hard wired 12’ cord to connect to fixture, and a separate
16’ AC power supply cord with a NEMA5-15 3 prong plug. Specify C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter.
C-clamp version has power supply mounted on fixture yoke. Stand mount version has detached
remote power supply. Models with on board dimming are also available with power supply that
can be used with V-mount or Gold-mount battery packs. Prices on request.
LV050-32K-OB
LV050-56K-OB
LV050-32K-DMX
LV050-56K-DMX
LV050-F-32K-OB
LV050-F-56K-OB
LV050-F-32K-DMX
LV050-F-56K-DMX
BD-LV050-F
GF-LV050R

50 watt Fresnel light, fixed focus, on board dimming. 3200K ..... $
50 watt Fresnel light, fixed focus, on board dimming. 5600K ..... $
50 watt Fresnel light, fixed focus, DMX dimming. 3200K ........... $
50 watt Fresnel light, fixed focus, DMX dimming. 5600K ........... $
50 watt Fresnel light, focusable, on board dimming. 3200K ....... $
50 watt Fresnel light, focusable, on board dimming. 5600K ....... $
50 watt Fresnel light, focusable, DMX dimming. 3200K ............. $
50 watt Fresnel light, focusable, DMX dimming. 5600K ............. $
Barn Doors, 4 doors rotating for LV050F focusing models ......... $
Gel frame for LV050F focusing models (included) ..................... $

900.00
900.00
1199.00
1199.00
1100.00
1100.00
1399.00
1399.00
80.00
30.00

VF50-F (focusable)
with clips for
barndoors

VF50 (fixed focus)
with attached
barndoors

8.1”

9.4”
6.6”

3.3”

6.0”

5.1”

8.9”
LV50-F Front View

LV50-F Side View

8.4”
LV50-F Side View
With Clamp
and power supply

Barndoors for VF50-F

LITTLE VID KITS:
LED Fresnel kit utilizing 3 compact LV50 fixtures. Each kit includes stand mount fixtures, remote
power supply with on board dimming for 120 - 230 vac. and can be used with V-mount battery
source (by others), (3) folding tripod base stands, cables, accessories, and a soft sport bag with
wheels. Soft case has separate compartments to protect the contents during travel. Case is 42” x
15” x 14”. Kits with on board dimming include a power supply that can be used with V-mount or
Gold-mount battery packs instead of AC. * Specify V-mount or Gold battery mount.

For full specifications including photometric
data, and accessories click below.
VF50 and VF50-F
Little VID Kits

Little VID Focusable Kits:
KLV3050-32K-F-RC-BP* Focusable kit, 3200K includes the following:........................ $ 4795.00
(3) LV050-F-OB 3200K 50 watt dimming fixtures 3200K
(3) PD-LV050-BP remote power supply, on board dimming
(3) BD-LV050 barn door
(3) GF-LV050R gel frame, round
(3) MT-LOS-K folding kit stand, 36” base, 29” to 93” high
(3) MT-MH-BS 5/8” stand adapter
(3) CB-P-16-PCON 16’ powerCon power cord
(3) CS-KLV3050-RC roller case bag
KLV3050-32K-F-RC-BP* Focusable kit, 5600K. Same as above but 5600K ............... $ 4795.00

Little VID Fixed Focus Kits:
KLV3050-32K-RC-BP*

KLV3050-32K-RC-BP*

Fixed focus kit, 3200K includes the following:...................... $ 3795.00
(3) LV050-FOB 3200K 50 watt dimming fixtures 3200K
(3) PD-LV050-BP remote power supply, on board dimming
(3) LB-MAG-GEL-LV050 (2) magnet holders for gel
(3) MT-LOS-K folding kit stand, 36” base, 29” to 93” high
(3) MT-MH-BS 5/8” stand adapter
(3) CB-P-16-PCON 16’ powerCon power cord
(3) CS-KLV3050-RC roller case bag
Fixed focus kit, 5600K. Same as above but 5600K.............. $ 3795.00
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Videssence LED Studio Fresnel Lights:
Fresnel lens LED lights for studio and location video lighting provide the single shadow characteristics essential to Fresnel fixtures while using a fraction of the power of tungsten lamp units.
Flicker free dimming without color shift and amazing 96+ CRI (color rendition index). Single led
chip light source provides a concentrated bright beam with even coverage of 3200K color temp
light (5600K optional). Choice of on board dimming control with knob or DMX control. Power input is 120 thru 230 volts 50/60 Hz. When dimmed to zero, power is shut off to the driver and LED
so no external relay or power cutoff is required. Fixtures have cCSAus rating for USA/Canada.
Provided with an aluminum mounting yoke sized so fixture can rotate vertically thru the yoke. Includes C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter (specify one).

VIDNEL VN50
50 watt LED Fresnel fixture. A manual slide bar at the side adjusts the beam and locks in place.
Passive thermal cooling system without fans. Controls at the back for easy programing for DMX
control and dimming. On/off switch. Includes 16’ power supply cord with powerCon connector
and NEMA5-15 3 prong plug. Clips on front to hold 4” gel frame (included) and/or optional
barndoors. Includes C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter. Specify choice.
VN050-32K-OB/DMX
VN050-56K-OB/DMX
BD-VN050
GF-VN050

VN50
10.16”

15.62”
10.50”

50 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K......... $ 1995.00
50 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 5600K......... $ 1995.00
Barndoor for VN050 Fresnel ................................................ $
70.00
4” Gel frame for VN050 Fresnel, included............................ $
25.00

10.68”

8.00”

11.47”

11.09”

VN50 Side View

VN50 Front View

VIDNEL VN080
80 watt LED Fresnel fixture. A manual slide bar at the side adjusts the beam and locks in place.
Dual copper heatsinks with integrated ultra-quiet fan. Touch pad control on side for easy
programing for DMX control and dimming. On/off switch. Includes 16’ power supply cord with
powerCon connector and NEMA5-15 3 prong plug. Clips on front to hold 4” gel frame (included)
and/or optional barndoors. Includes C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter. Specify choice.
VN080-32K-OB/DMX
VN080-56K-OB/DMX
BD-VN080
GF-VN080

80 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K......... $ 2300.00
80 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K......... $ 2300.00
Barndoor for VN080 Fresnel ................................................ $
80.00
4” Gel frame for VN080 Fresnel, included............................ $
30.00
VN80 with C-clamp

VIDNEL VN100

8.56”

100 watt LED Fresnel fixture. A manual slide bar at the side adjusts the beam and locks in place.
Passive cooling system without fan. Touch pad control on back for easy programing for DMX
control and dimming. On/off switch. Includes 16’ power supply cord with powerCon connector
and NEMA5-15 3 prong plug. PowerCon in and out locking connectors permit daisy chaining AC
power between fixtures using optional cables. Clips on front to hold 6” gel frame (included) and/or
optional barndoors. Includes C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter. Specify choice.

9.50”
12.50”

10.25”

7.20”

10.87”

10.90”

VN100-32K-OB/DMX
VN100-56K-OB/DMX
BD-VN100
GF-VN100

100 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K....... $ 2900.00
100 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K....... $ 2900.00
Barndoors for VN100 Fresnel............................................... $
90.00
6” gel frame for VN100 Fresnel, included............................. $
30.00

VN80 Side View

VN80 Front View

VN100
Click below for full specifications and
photometric data in PDF file catalog pages.

11.64”

VN050 Fresnel

17.09”
11.00”

VN080 Fresnel
VN100 Fresnel
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10.00”

Typical VN series
barndoor and gel frame

13.06”
VN100 Front View

14.18”
14.97”
VN100 Side View
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VIDNEL VN150
150 watt LED Fresnel fixture. A manual slide bar at the side adjusts the beam and locks in place.
Dual copper heatsinks with integrated ultra-quiet fan. Touch pad control on side for easy
programing for DMX control and dimming. On/off switch. Includes 16’ power supply cord with
powerCon connector and NEMA5-15 3 prong plug. PowerCon in and out locking connectors permit daisy chaining AC power between fixtures using optional cables. Clips on front to hold 6” gel
frame (included) and/or optional barndoors. Includes C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter. Specify
choice.
150 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K....... $ 3400.00
150 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K....... $ 3400.00
Barndoors for VN150 Fresnel............................................... $
95.00
6” Gel frame for VN150 Fresnel, included............................ $
35.00

VN150-32K-OB/DMX
VN150-56K-OB/DMX
BD-VN150
GF-VN150

VN150 with barndoors

VIDNEL VN240

10.60”

240 watt LED Fresnel fixture. A manual slide bar at the side adjusts the beam and locks in place.
Dual copper heatsinks with integrated ultra-quiet fan. Touch pad control on side for easy
programing for DMX control and dimming. On/off switch. Includes 16’ power supply cord with
powerCon connector and NEMA5-15 3 prong plug. PowerCon in and out locking connectors permit daisy chaining AC power between fixtures using optional cables. Clips on front to hold 8” gel
frame (included) and/or optional barndoors. Includes C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter. Specify
choice.
VN240-32K-OB/DMX
VN240-56K-OB/DMX
BD-VN204
GF-VN240

15.66”
11.94”

9.50”

12.37”

12.97”

13.00”
VN150 Side View

VN150 Front View

240 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 3200K....... $ 3700.00
240 watt fixture with dimming and DMX control, 5600K....... $ 3700.00
Barndoors for VN240 Fresnel............................................... $ 105.00
8” gel frame for VN240 Fresnel, included............................. $
40.00

Click below for full specifications and
photometric data in PDF file catalog pages.
VN150 Fresnel
VN240 with barndoors

VN240 Fresnel
LED Facelite

12.50”

Typical VN series
barndoor and gel frame
18.03”

14.13”

11.41”

14.37”

14.88”

15.00”
VN240 Side View

VN240 Front View

Videssence Facelite:
Powerful 10 watt, high color rendering LED niche light. Designed to boost the vertical light levels
on face and features to separate a person from the ambient lighting. Led light source is 3000K
(optional 4000K) with 85+ CRI and is rated 50,000 hour life. Fixture size is 13” x 2.5” x 1”and has
a frosted plastic spread lens. Wall adapter power supply has a 5’ power cord (24 vdc) to connect
to the light fixture and plugs into a standard 3 prong 120 VAC receptacle. Silent operation. Available non-dim or with in-line rotary knob dimmer. Bracket mounted version has pair of mounting
brackets that allow tilting the angle of the Facelite and may be secured to a surface with screws
(not included). Vertical stand mount has a 4” dia. weighted base with adjustable height that
places the center of the Facelite approx. 14.5” to 20.5” above the surface.
FL010-30K
FL010-30K-DC
FL010-S-30K
FL010-S-30K

LED Facelite with brackets, 3000K, non-dim.......................
LED Facelite with brackets, 3000K, in-line dimmer .............
LED Facelite with stand, 3000K, non-dim ...........................
LED Facelite with stand, 3000K, in-line dimmer..................

$
$
$
$

215.00
250.00
250.00
285.00

Facelite is available with wall adapter power supply that has plug configuration for use in Europe
230 vac 50/60 Hz. Price on request. Prices for 4000K versions on request.

Facelites on stand and brackets
13.0”

1.0”
2.5”
2.5”

14.0”
Facelite with mounting brackets
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Videssence VIDFILL Series:
Powerful, high color rendering LED soft light fixtures provide a smooth wash of soft, even,
shadow-less fill light. Indirect optical design and internal diffusing lens shields the talent from
glaring LEDs resulting in comfortable, cool fill lighting for use in video or film studios. Available
with 3200K or optional 5600K LED source that has 50,000 hour rated life. Flicker-free dimming
without color shift and amazing color rendering at 96+ CRI. Passive thermal cooling for silent operation without any cooling fans. Controls at the back allow easy programing for DMX control and
dimming. Power is shut off to the driver and LED when dimmed to zero with DMX, so no external
relay or power cut off is required. Includes 16’ AC power cord, in and out powerCon locking connectors, and on/off switch. Gel frame is included with fixture. Available with extruded aluminum
C-clamp or 5/8” stand adapter. Specify when ordering.
50 watt LED softlight, 3200k, on-board dimming and DMX.. $
50 watt LED softlight, 5600k, on-board dimming and DMX.. $
Snoot for VF50 softlight........................................................ $
Gel frame for VF50 softlight, included .................................. $
100 watt LED softlight, 3200k, on-board dimming and DMX $
100 watt LED softlight, 5600K, on-board dimming and DMX .. $
Snoot for VF100 softlight...................................................... $
Gel frame for VF100 softlight, included ................................ $

VF050-32K-OB/DMX
VF050-56K-OB/DMX
SN-VF050
GF-VF050
VF100-32K-OB/DMX
VF100-56K-OB.DMX
SN-VF100
GF-VF100

VF50 with C-clamp

1500.00
1500.00
60.00
30.00
2100.00
2100.00
80.00
35.00

13.9”
13.9”

VF100 with C-clamp
13.6”

13.6”
14.13”

9.1”

12.0”

12.1”

12.0”

15.0”

13.4”

15.0”

VF50 Front View

VF50 Side View

VF100 Front View

12.1”
13.4”

VF100 Side View

Snoot & Gel Frame

ViewMe LED Light Kits for Video Chat:
Portable lights for personal image broadcasting via web cam. These LED lights produce soft,
comfortable, and non-glaring totally indirect lighting. Set these up on or next to your monitor to
boost the vertical light levels on your face and features to separate you from the ambient lighting.
The LED source is 3.4 watts with 3000K color 85 CRI and has a rated life of 50,000 hours. Lights
are non-dim. Boxed in a heavy 200# corrugated cardboard container with formed foam insert to
protect the components. Lights to mount on monitor have a “Z” bracket and self-adhesive Velcro
tape to attach bracket to monitor case. Stand mount Kit has 2 lights with 4” dia. base adjustable
height stands.Kits with 2 lights include a jumper cable to go between the two lights and a single
power supply. Not sure if you want brackets or stands? A kit is available with both mounting
methods. Power supply works with 120 to 230 volt ac and plugs into a standard 3 pin wall receptacle. Also available on request with 2 prong 230 vac European plug for international use. Monitor is not included in kit - that’s up to you.
KVM1004-B
KVM2004-B
KVM2004-S
KVM2004-SB

Kit with one ViewMe light and “Z” bracket for monitor .........
Kit with two ViewMe lights and “Z” brackets for monitor......
Kit with two ViewMe lights and adjustable height stands ....
Kit with two ViewMe lights, stands, and “Z” brackets ..........

$
$
$
$

115.00
195.00
249.00
260.00

ViewMe 1 light

ViewMe 2 light

3.5”

6.4”
ViewMe light with Z-bracket

14”
to
20”

Click below for full specifications and
photometric data in PDF file catalog pages.

ViewMe 2 stand lights
4”

VF50 Softlight

Side View Stand Light

VF100 Softlight
ViewMe Light Kits
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